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Student Academic Services Relocation

• Temporary location: 702/704 Spadina
• Direct students to us for:
  – Front-line registrarial services
  – Graduate awards and financial counselling
  – Recruitment and admissions
  – Final oral examination and graduation services
  – English language writing support
  – Graduate professional development
  – Records and systems
  – Postdoctoral fellow services
Student Academic Services Relocation

• First point of contact for most issues: Student Services Assistant
  • Div. 1: Pat Singh – pat.singh@utoronto.ca; 416-978-8791
  • Div. 2: Leslie Salituro – l.salituro@utoronto.ca; 416-978-4547
  • Div. 3: Joan Lewis – j.lewis@utoronto.ca; 416-978-2235
  • Div. 4: Jong Mi Sze – jong.sze@utoronto.ca; 416-978-2662
Student Academic Services
Web Resources for Administrators
Student Academic Services
Web Resources for Administrators
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Web Resources for Administrators
Admissions:
75% Liberal Arts and Science Guideline

- Admission to master’s programs: An *appropriate* bachelor’s degree with high academic standing from a recognized university

- **Current wording:** When assessing undergraduate degrees that do not have a counterpart at the University of Toronto (e.g., B.F.A. from York University, four-year B.Ed. from Memorial University), take into account the liberal arts and science courses when considering equivalency. *The degree should have roughly 75% liberal arts and science credits.*

- **New wording:** When assessing the appropriateness of an applicant’s transcript, graduate units should ensure that the admitting degree contains a sufficiently strong and balanced representation of liberal arts and science academic content as preparation for successful graduate studies in the specific discipline. The assessment of that balance and decision to admit is done at the level of the graduate unit. If the unit considers the transcript to have a sufficient balance, no further approval from SGS is required.
Contact Information

Josie Lalonde, Associate Director
Student Services – Systems & Records

• Email: josie.lalonde@utoronto.ca
• Phone: 416-978-2780
• Website: www.sgs.utoronto.ca

Thank you